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Curacautin,
the history of a Valley
in the South of Chile
Landscape and culture
Curacautín is nestled in Chile’s Lake District, which
is ancestral territory for the Mapuche people.The
region’s breathtaking landscape includes snowcapped volcanoes and dense rainforests due to
severe winter rainfall.
Identity
As shown by its name Curacautín (Küra Katren;
“Gathering Stone” in the indigenous language),
the town used to be a crossroad and trading place
for several minorities of the larger Mapuche group
such as the Pehuenches who lived in MonkeyPuzzle forests on both sides of the Andes.
In the early 20th century, Curacautín built one
of Latin America’s finest wood industries. This
industry was extremely efficient at eating up all
accessible trees. Land in those days was officially
state property despite thousands of years of
traditional use by the indigenous Mapuche people,

and the factory was also state-owned. As part of
the country’s colonization policy and by law, any
family used to be granted ownership of any piece
of state-land which it was able to successfully and
formally occupy during seven consecutive years.
The pioneer / cattle rancher community realized
there was an excellent business opportunity by
clearing forests out, selling their wood off (even
at low prices) and replacing them with pasture
for cattle thus giving them land ownership.
Curacautín’s inhabitants are nostalgic for these
golden years. The abandoned beautiful houses
which used to house factory staff are an everyday
reminder that Curacautín used to be one of
Southern Chile’s wealthiest communities.

A history of unsustainable
management and unfair economy

The end consequence of this forest degradation
is that its lawful owners - Mapuche communities
and descendants of pioneers - receive terribly low
prices for their wood because there is no good
market and no effective processing capacity for it.
The abandoned playwood mil wich
used to support Curacautin

The Curacautin Playwood mill ran for almost eighty
years. During this time no one planted a single
tree. By the early 1980s all of the forest on which
the mill relied had been wiped out.”
This “Wild West Style” unsustainable forestry
development of the area allowed for short-term
enrichment of some who then moved to other areas
of short term opportunities, leaving behind them
a legacy of degraded forests and an unemployed
workforce that is now reduced to subsistence
farming.

They are in a situation of sometimes extreme
poverty, when they should actually be very
wealthy.
Today Curacautin is a valley with a decreasing
and aging population. Most of the youth have

been forced out to other regions, and there are
no employment opportunities, especially for
women and young people. Curacautin is one of
the poorest areas in the country characterised by
terrible housing conditions and bad access to basic
services such as transportation, health, and good
education . In addition, two fifths of the population
there live on less than 75 euros per month and per
capita which is the poverty line, this is about twice
as bad as the national average.

SSC Wood-Technologies Mission
Is to produce the finest possible quality of semi-finished wood
products out of Chilean native hardwoods, doing so with the utmost
respect for forest environments and for local people, creating fair
economical activity and income in an area which lacked it.

We have a dream

Be part of the movement that is

We dream that Mapuche communities, pioneer
descendants, forest and farm workers, local and
national authorities, local industries and tourism
based on the forest in the valley, can together
build a better future for the Curacautin people. We
are convinced that the sustainable management
of the Natural Forests will be the backbone of a
strong economical development in the valley.

There are around 13 million
hectares of Native forest in Chile, a
bit less than 1 million is in the Lake
District.
Fairtrade - a new future for
Curacautín
Past bad practices should not hide the toughness
and skills developed over a century of forestry
work. Forestry workers of Curacautin are proud of
their job which they have learnt from their father
and grandfather. As they put it “felling a native
tree is an art...because you have to do it without
damaging other trees in the forest”.
Despite terrible market conditions and their need
for subsistence farming and short-term cash,

changing the lives and opportunities of farmers, workers and
their families in Curacautín!

landowners of Curacautin have a special bond with
their remaining forests which they would prefer to
save.
Conventional forest and farm workers of Curacautin
are people who do not own land and do whatever
job they can on other people’s properties. When
they are hired it is usually for the day and they
then receive only a small fraction of the benefits
generated by the harvest.
The dignity of their families still betrays great
concerns for their loved ones:”this is hard and
dangerous work which they perform usually alone,
out in the forest and the payments do not even
allow them to live decently”.
Also, in a conventional unsustainable business
model a forest owner may receive payment for
his wood but his neighbors and local indigenous

communities have to bear the externalities due
to landscape alterations, changes in water flow,
damage to traditional or sacred sites, and other
environmental consequences.
Native forests hold a special place in the Mapuche
cosmovision and beliefs. Their cultural and physical
health and balance feed on forest diversity, on its
fruits and clearwaters.
If timber markets were FAIR to landowners the
management of forests would become their main
source of revenues and other activities would only
be needed for extra cash. This should also allow
for good payments to forest workers together with
social benefits, helping their families out of their
current precarious conditions.
Fairtrade involves preserving a sustainable decent
livelihood for all forest owners and forest workers
involved, and in addition it requires support for
opportunities for them to develop activities other
than forestry.

Our model for sustainable forest
development
We are embarking on a new way of doing business
in a sector of brutal precarity. This is why SSC
Wood-Technologies has chosen a strategy of
progressive growth based on the three following
pillars: deep knowledge of local reality, permanent
product development in a pilot sawmill, FSC and
Fairtrade Certification in order to raise market
awareness and support.
Little by little we are proving that forests can
sustain the local people, and we believe in the
power of example. We are committed to growing
and setting the bar so that Curacautín, historically
first in destroying its native forests in Chile, can
finally become the first to re-grow and sustainably
live off them.

The model we are developing with
the people of Curacautin has a global relevance and importance. In the
future this model will bring better
livelihood for millions of poor forest
depending people around the word
based on the experience from the
Curacautin valley.
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The SSC Group and
Fairtrade for lumber
Since its formation in the early 1990s SSC Group
has had a strong belief that properly managed
forests have the potential to improve the
livelihoods of millions of poor people around the
world. We believe that this potential can only be
realised if forest management is carried out to high
standards and with strong forest management
objectives.
Similarly when the precious timber is harvested
from the forest it must be processed with great
care to ensure that the timber products achieve
the highest possible value. The processing must
match the timber properties to the specific products
for which the wood will be used and the products
must have a market which is prepared to pay for
them. Our model of the timber business ensures
that all partners in the business will receive an
optimised return on the raw material.

We at SSC Group are very proud that the SSC
Wood Technologies SLIMF group is the first
producer of fair traded kiln dried hardwood
lumber in the world.

Our association with the forest business in Chile
dates back to the early 1990s when we realised
that there was an enormous opportunity to do
something with the undervalued native forests.
Since then and with greater focus from the early
2000s we have been preparing for this moment.
In 2007 the board of SSC Group gave the go ahead
for the investment in the Curacautin mill. From its
inception we believed that a model of fairtrade
and profit sharing was necessary in order to ensure
that the forest resource on which the mill’s future

is based will be secure. We understand that when
people see that the forests will improve their
livelihoods significantly they will fight to protect
and restore them.
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Since the middle of the 1990s the FSC forest
management certification system has helped
foresters to manage their forests in a professional
way to high social and environmental standards.
However the structure of the forest business has
meant that smaller producers are incapable of
accessing the international markets for sawn
timber.

SSC-WoodTechnologies
Arturo Prat 853-B,
Curacautín,
Chile
Phone +56 (0) 45 882104
email: jean.bouichou@ssc-woodtech.com

Fairtrade certification of forest management
and sawn timber production has opened a new
pathway for small producers and in particular
small producers in developing countries to access
the market.

SSC- Forestry
Rundelsgränd 3C,
753 12 Uppsala,
Sweden.
Phone +46 18 150002
email: klas.bengtsson@ssc-forestry.com
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